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PRESS RELEASE: 
The second novel in epic sci-fi trilogy in which a lost planet’s hope 
and the lives of many rests on the actions of the brave few who 
faced and beat adversity on Earth, not knowing a secretive evil 
sect undermines all. 

After the climactic Battle of the Southern Palace in Book 1 of the Zein series, 
the humans have begun to accept the Zeinonian race into their lives and a 
calm has fallen over the world. Kabel, the alien prince, is made Lord 
Chancellor and his people begin to apply their advanced technology and 
knowledge on advancing Earth’s farming, medicine and mining, the latter 
required to build up major stocks of the powerful raw material, zinithium. 
Leaving the integration of the two different cultures to others, Kabel leads a 
joint Human and Zeinonian Expeditionary Force to search for his people’s 
home planet, Zein. His companions include his half-brother, Tyson, who is 

increasingly struggling to contain the magics conflicting with his human DNA. Reaching Zein, they find the survivors 
are attempting to wipe out an indigent but ferocious animal race, the Pod. Kabel and the Expeditionary Force find 
themselves caught in the combat as the Pod fight back, leading to Tyson’s capture by the animals. Zylar, Kabel’s 
uncle, is back and building his zombie army on a nearby planet where Tyson’s mother and Kabel’s sister are 
imprisoned. Kabel and Tyson will use all of their strength to try to defeat the Pod and do battle with Zylar again. 

Back on Earth, the Cabal, led by a shadowy figure called the Speaker, have already begun plotting to turn the humans 
against the Zeinonians once again. Driven by greed and a hatred for the aliens, the group infiltrates the United 
Nations and stages a vote for martial law to quell riots on Earth, placing the Zeinonians under curfew and 
jeopardizing the short-lived peace in the process. 

Zein: The Homecoming is the second chapter in author Graham Wood’s fast-paced sci-fi trilogy charting an epic 
battle between good and evil, continuing its exploration of the themes of friendship, optimism and adversity that will 
resonate with audiences young and old alike. Wood was inspired to fulfill a dream held since he was 15 of being a 
novelist and write the Zein trilogy after his daughter, Becky, underwent open-heart surgery at only 14. It was at her 
bedside as she recovered that he began formulating the story in order to take his mind off her suffering. Book 1 sales 
have raised £2,000 for Alder Hey Children’s Hospital and the Ronald McDonald House after they were instrumental 
in helping Wood’s family. Further donations will be forthcoming. 

About the author: Graham Wood was born and raised in Manchester and today lives in Timperley, Altrincham. He 
works freelance, coordinating large global outsourcing contracts. Zein: The Homecoming by Graham Wood 
(published by Clink Street Publishing 7th July 2015 RRP £8.99, eBook £4.99) is available online at retailers including 
Amazon.co.uk and can be ordered from all good bookstores.  For more information, please visit: 
www.grahamjwood.com. 
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